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ABSTRACT
Filtering through ever increasing sources of
information to find relevant information for
clinical decisions is a challenging task for
clinicians. In biomedical publications, there are
a variety of items that can provide evidence to
aid the decision making process. One example
is illustration image analysis and classification,
which has been used to characterize and
distinguish specific image modalities; this
capability in turn has been used to assist in the
evidence gathering process.
This paper
examines clinical decision support applications
and extends previous research for illustration
modality discrimination analysis.
Specifically, global, HSV histogram-based, and
Gabor filter-based features are compared to
histogram-based
features
for
modality
classification on a set of 12,056 images from
2004-2006 biomedical publication issues of
Radiology and RadioGraphics that were
manually annotated by modality (radiological,
photo, etc.). Using a nearest neighbor classifier,
average modality discrimination results were
obtained as high as 99.98% using correlated
features computed from Gabor filter spectral
coefficients. These experimental results indicate
that image features, particularly correlationbased features, can provide modality
discrimination useful for clinical decision
support applications.
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1. Introduction
Clinical decision support (CDS) computer
applications can potentially give healthcare
professionals, patients, and researchers useful
knowledge to improve healthcare and health
related decisions. Considering the large and
ever growing repositories of biomedical data,
there is a demand for systems and tools to aid in
finding useful information in biomedical
publications, text databases, image databases,
electronic health care records, clinical notes, and
other sources, including full text, to support
clinical decisions.
The role of images in
providing information for CDS is examined in
this study, where an “image” can refer to visual
materials in electronic healthcare records,
databases, and articles
in biomedical
publications. Biomedical images include
conventional images (MRI, CT, PET, for
example), as well as illustrations, charts, and
graphs. By moving beyond conventional textbased searching to combining both text and
image features (“visual features”) in search
queries, the overall research goal is to enhance
information retrieval from these entities for
clinical decision support. The approach and the
tools investigated take advantage of advances in
Information Retrieval (IR), Content-based Image
Retrieval (CBIR), and Natural Language
Processing (NLP).
This research has focused on improving
information retrieval of visual content from
biomedical publications, in particular, by using
features of the images themselves in
combination with cues from text associated with
the images.
This includes using text from
figure captions, image modality information
from visual features and accompanying text
[1][2][3], and annotation markers, such as
arrows [4], letters or symbols embedded in
images [2].
From the CDS perspective, knowing and
differentiating image modality can impact an
image’s utility and improve the relevance of
query results. Some previous document retrieval
work has used the UMLS [5] term and concept
query expansion engine in combination with
fields from search results such as MEDLINE®

citations (e.g., titles, abstracts and MeSH terms)
and image features.
This combination of
attributes has been used to develop “visual
keywords” with the goal of approximating
image semantic labels [6][7]. Automatic
illustration identification has been explored for
illustrations in medical publications which may
assist a clinician in determining the usefulness of
a particular publication for patient monitoring
and treatment [1][8][9][10].
A number of image features and techniques
potentially useful for CDS have been applied in
the field of Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR), including: 1) features of color, shape,
and texture, and distance measures to compute
similarity between images [9][10][11][12][20];
2) Hough transform shape detection for region
of interest determination and segmentation (has
been used for lung images) [10]; 3) color
analysis of stains for region of interest labeling
(has been used for malaria cell images) [13]; 4)
connecting the user and the database through a
search engine with a feedback neural network
architecture [14]; 5) query system modeling
human interaction [15]; 6) Big Data use with
query forms [16]; 7) use of image ”key points”
to identify salient parts of an image [17]; 7)
combining image and text information for
matrix similarity assessment [18]; 8) threedimensional image analysis [8]; 9) latent topic
models for computing image similarity [19]; 10)
statistical model-based image feature extraction
using the wavelet domain and a Kullback
divergence-based similarity measure for CBIR
[21]; and 11) localized texture characterizations
for CBIR for remote sensing applications [22].
There have also been numerous studies which
explore the use of text information for CDS
applications, including: 1) extreme learning
machine (ELM) and online sequential extreme
learning machine (OSELM) with cuckoo search
[23]; 2) cluster-based external expansion
modelling with feedback [24]; 3) processing
patient health record databases for matching,
retrieval, and identification using templates for
similarity assessments [25][26][27][28][29]; 4)
graph theory and neural networks for literature
mining [30]; 5) hash-based similarity searching
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[31]; 6) fusion of image descriptors and text for
medical image retrieval [32]; 7) automatically
supplementing references with images from
articles for evidence finding [33]; 8)
demonstrating that image and text can yield
retrieval accuracy appropriate for clinical
evidence [34].
Recent publications related to the use of
biomedical images in clinical decision support
include: 1) an overview by Agarwal [35] of the
critical steps of computer-assisted detection
(CAD) and computer-assisted diagnosis (CADx)
systems: preprocessing, segmentation, region of
interest (ROI) analysis, and assessment of
detected structures and linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and support vector machine
(SVM) approaches for these types of
classification applications; 2) the use of image
capture with mobile phone camera technology
for cervical cancer screening in low resource
parts of Africa [36]; and 3) an approach for
vertebral level localization in spine radiographs
as decision support for target localization in
spine surgery [37].
This study builds off of research related to
biomedical image retrieval in the literature or
related to image classification expected to be
useful as preprocessing in clinical decision
support systems, including:
1) automatic
classification in a hierarchical taxonomy of
figures from the biomedical literature [38]; 2)
creating a comprehensive “visual ontology” for
images in the biomedical literature [39]; 3)
image modality classification, separation of
compound figures, and image retrieval using the
2013 ImageCLEF image set [40] (see [41] for
an overview of the results of all ImageCLEF
biomedical image retrieval tasks 2004-2013); 4)
biomedical image modality classification using
image clustering with respect to specified
features, expert labeling of the (relatively few)
clusters, and image classification based on the
cluster labels [42]; 5) modality classification of
biomedical literature figures comparing the
effectiveness of SVM classification using handcrafted features versus a deep learning classifier
[43]; 6) extracting endoscopic images from the
biomedical literature [44] and distinguishing true

endoscopic images from confounding images; 7)
classification of radiological signs in abdominal
CT images [45]; 8) classification of view
(frontal or lateral) in chest X-ray images [46]; 9)
classification of Visible Human biomedical
images into body segment classes ( head and
neck, thorax, abdomen, pelvis, and lower limb)
by image features [47]; 10) methods to exploit
“pointers” (such as arrows) or labels (such as
letters or numbers) embedded within biomedical
images, for image analysis and retrieval [48];
11) the use of text associated with biomedical
images to enhance image modality classification
[49] and retrieval [50][51]; and 12) modalitybased classification over a set of 742 images
manually annotated by modality (such as
radiological or photo) selected from the 20042005 issues of the British Journal of Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery using global, histogrambased, texture image illustration features, and
basis function luminance histogram correlation
features computed from the annotated images
[1].
In this paper, a CDS application is presented that
extends the image feature development work
from [1]. Basis function features created from
the HSV histogram and Gabor filter are
compared to correlation features computed from
the luminance histogram. . These quantities are
applied to a set of medical publication
illustrations and modalities examined in
previous research [33]. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows: 1) description of
the features and feature groups investigated, 2)
modality classification experiments performed,
3) results and discussion, and 4) conclusions.
2. Methodology
2.1 Data Set Examined
In this study, images in various modalities were
examined from the ImageCLEFMed 2010
dataset [52] from 2004-2006 issues of Radiology
and RadioGraphics biomedical publications;
these images were previously investigated by
Demner-Fushman et al. in [33] for feature
development and classification.
Table 1
provides a description of the categories of
truthed images in this dataset. From Table 1,
there are 2470 positive id images for all of the
categories and 9586 negative id images for all of
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the categories. Positive id images represent
truthed images in the designated categories.
Negative id images are images from other
categories that are similar to the designated

categories for comparison. Figure 1 presents an
image example from each of the category
numbers listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Categories for Image Modality [4]

Category Label
Doppler ultrasound images
CT images with emphysema
knee x-ray images
mediastinal CT
abdominal CT images showing liver
blood vessels
chest CT images showing micro
nodules
x-ray images containing one or more
fractures
CT liver abscess
MRI or CT of colonoscopy
photographs of tumours
images of muscle cells
images containing a Budd-Chiari
malformation
gastrointestinal neoplasm
pulmonary embolism all modalities

(a)

No. Positive Id
Images
286
68
112
291

No. Negative Id
Images
513
860
786
571

299

721

59

697

105
59
236
320
79

727
775
601
640
778

74
273
209

708
607
602

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
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(n)

Figure 1: Image examples (positive id) from
each of the category numbers listed in Table 1.
(a) Doppler ultrasound image (reproduced with
permission [53]). (b) CT image with emphysema
(reproduced with permission [54]). (c) Knee xray image (reproduced with permission [55]). (d)
Mediastinal CT image (reproduced with
permission [56]). (e) Abdominal CT image
showing liver blood vessels (reproduced with
permission [57]). (f) Chest CT image showing
micro nodules (reproduced with permission
[58]). (g) X-ray image containing one or more
fractures (reproduced with permission [59]). (h)
CT liver abscess (reproduced with permission
[60]). (i) MRI or CT of colonoscopy
(reproduced with permission [61]). (j)
Photograph of tumor (reproduced with
permission [62]). (k) Image of muscle cells
(reproduced with permission [63]). (l) Image
containing a
Budd-Chiari
malformation
(reproduced with permission [64]). (m)
Gastrointestinal neoplasm (reproduced with
permission [65]). (n) Pulmonary embolism all
modalities (reproduced with permission [66]).

2.2 Features and Feature Groups Investigated
In prior research [1], the method of correlating
basis functions with the luminance histogram for
an image was found to be effective for
discriminating image modalities [4]. These
basis function correlation features have been
explored in dermatology imaging research to

provide gray level distribution information for
skin lesion discrimination [67]. In this study, the
basis function correlation features are extended
to include the HSV histogram, both smoothed
and unsmoothed, and Gabor features, denoted as
Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The details for
these feature calculations are presented in the
following sections.

2.2.1 HSV Histogram Correlation Features
Group 1 and Group 2 features are computed
from unsmoothed, and smoothed, onedimensional HSV histograms, respectively [20].
These features are computed as follows. Each
pixel in the image contributes to the histogram
weighted values of its hue ‘H’ and intensity ‘V’,
based on its saturation ‘S’. Hence, the histogram
has two components, the color components
representing the contribution of hue from each
pixel, and the ‘gray component’, representing
the contribution of the intensity value at each
pixel. The histogram retains the smoothness
between the adjacent components and this
allows us to perform a window based smoothing
of the histogram.
“Saturation projection” is used to determine the
weights for hue and for intensity. The weight is
dependent on saturation level s. The weight of
hue component, wh ( s ) and the weight of
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intensity of component wi ( s ) are computed

using the equations [20]:

wh ( s )  s r where r [0,1]

(1)

wi ( s)  1  wh ( s)

(2)

The number of bins in the histogram is
determined. Since the histogram consists of two
components, the total number of bins is found by
summing the number of color component bins
and the number of gray component bins. Let N h

, N g be the number of bins for the color and
gray components, respectively, and let N be the
total number of bins in the histogram [20]. Then

N h  Round (2 MULT _ FCTR)  1

(3)

N g  Round ( I max / DIV _ FCTR )  1

(4)

N = Nh  N g

(5)

where: MULT _ FCTR : is the multiplying

I max : is the maximum intensity (generally 255).

factor that determines the quantization level for

DIV _ FCTR : is a division factor that

the hues.

determines the number of quantized gray levels.

The algorithm for generating the HSV histogram, denoted as Hist, is shown in Table 2 [20]:

Table 2. Algorithm for generating HSV histogram.
For each pixel in image:
Convert RGB values to HSV
Update histogram as follows:

Hist[ Round ( H .MULT _ FCTR)]  Hist[ Round ( H .MULT _ FCTR)]  wh ( s)

Hist[ Round (2 MULT _ FCTR)  ROUND(V / DIV _ FCTR)]
 Hist[ Round (2 MULT _ FCTR)  ROUND(V / DIV _ FCTR)]  wi ( s)
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Traditional histograms do not provide perceptual
gradation of colors, but the HSV histogram
retains this property.
Thus, image-based
features are explored based on the smoothed and

Histw ( j ) 

jN



unsmoothed histograms.
The smoothing
operation for the HSV histogram is given using
the following equation [20]:

w(i  j ) Hist (i )

(6)

i jN

where:

j  [0, N h  N g  1] and

w(i  j )  2|i  j|

For the image HSV histogram, let HistU and
HistS denote the unsmoothed and smoothed
histograms, respectively. The basis function
correlation features with the unsmoothed and

smoothed HSV histograms are defined as
follows. The basis function weighted density
distribution (WDD) functions are given in
Figure 2 below.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2. The WDD functions used for
computing correlation-based features with the
HSV unsmoothed and smoothed histograms and
the Gabor filter coefficients (reproduced with
permission [67]).

(c)

(f)
The basis function WDD correlation features for
a given image for unsmoothed HSV histogram
are computed as:

N

hHistU ,k = HistU (i)Wk (i)

for k = 1, 2, …, 6

(7)

i=1

N

hHistU ,k   HistU ( i )  HistU ( i  1 ) Wk ( i ) for k = 7, 8, …, 12,

(8)

i 1

where HistU(0) = 0
The basis function WDD correlation features for
the smoothed HSV histogram are similarly
defined.

For each image, fifteen features are computed
for the unsmoothed (Group 1) and smoothed
(Group 2) HSV histograms. These features are:
1) the bin number which has the maximum
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count (mostFrequentComponent), 2) the average
value of the color and of the gray components in
the image (avgVal), 3) the standard deviation of
the color and of the gray components in the
image HSV histogram (stdVal), 4) 12 basis
function features, denoted as hHistU,1-hHistU,12 for
the unsmoothed HSV histogram features and
hHistS,1-hHistS,12 for the smoothed HSV histogram
features.
2.2.2 Group 3
The final set of features explored are based on
Gabor filters. Gabor filters have been applied in
CBIR for purposes such as extracting text
regions from document images [68] and for
texture analysis [12] [69]. The Gabor features
are computed from an image using the following
procedure. First, the image is resized to a square
of dimensions min_dim x min_dim, where

min_dim is the minimum of the row and column
dimensions for the image. For example, a
512x768 image is resized to a 512x512 image.
Second, if the image is color, it is normalized by
applying a local luminance variance. Otherwise,
the existing grayscale image is used. Third, the
Gabor filter algorithm is applied to the resized
image. The Gabor filter algorithm was used
from [70] which is based on the algorithm
presented in [71].
This algorithm uses
orientations determined empirically at each scale
of 8, 8, 4.
Third, the array of spectral
coefficients determined from the Gabor filter,
denoted as Ispect, are correlated with the WDD
basis functions to provide a profile of the
spectral content and, thereby, texture
information contained within the image. The
WDD correlation features for a given image are
defined as:

192

f I spect ,k = I spect (i)Wk (i)

for k = 1, 2, …, 6

(9)

i=1

192

f I spect ,k   I spect ( i )  I spect ( i  1 ) Wk ( i ) for k = 7, 8, …, 12,

(10)

i 1

where Ispect(0) = 0 and 192 spectral coefficients found from the Gabor filter.
3. Experiments Performed
A benchmark technique based on different
image features from [1] was used in order to
evaluate these basis function-based feature
groups (Group1-Group 3). These features are
summarized in section 3.1. Two modality
classification experiments were performed based
on the positive and negative ID images within
each of the 14 categories given in Table 1. In
the first experiment, twenty randomly generated
training and test sets were used for a nearest
neighbor classifier (radial clustering algorithm
with zero distance parameter, making it a nearest
neighbor classifier) developed in [1].
Each
training set consists of 90% of the image data
feature vectors for each category, and each
corresponding test set contains the remaining
10% of the image data feature vectors for each
category.
The image data feature vectors
include the features computed from Groups 1-3
and the benchmark features (see section 3.1)

from [1].
In the second classification
experiment, an image was classified into one of
the 14 categories using the dataset for the
positive id images within each category.
Twenty randomly generated training and test
sets were used. The training set consisted of
90% of the positive id images for each category,
with the test set containing the remaining 10%
of the positive id images for each category.

3.1 Benchmark Features
For image-based modality discrimination in [1],
developed features were organized into three
categories, as follows: 1) General Features, 2)
Basis Function Features, and 3) Texture
Features. The General Features quantified color,
grayscale, histogram, and topology differences
for grayscale and color figures. The General
Features included: 1-3) standard deviation of
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red, green and blue values within the image, 4)
percentage of the pixels in the image in which
the green value is less than the red value and the
green value is less than the blue value, 5) ratio of
the pixels in the image with luminance value
greater than or equal to 250, 6) ratio of the
number of pixels with the most frequently
occurring luminance value to the area of the
image, 7) square root of the area of the image, 8)
ratio of the sum of the absolute differences
between the red and green values and the red
and blue values for each pixel in the image to
the area of the image, 9) ratio of the pixels in the
image with luminance value less than or equal to
30, 10) square root of the number of luminance
histogram bins with counts greater than or equal
to the scaled area of the image, 11) square root
of the number of luminance histogram bins with
counts greater than 0, 12) the square root of the
number of luminance histogram bins with counts
greater than or equal the scaled area of the
image, and 13) estimate of the image fractal
dimension. The Basis Function Features were
the twelve WDD features computed from the
image luminance histogram. The Texture
Features were texture measures based on the
Generalized Gray Level Spatial Dependence
Models for Texture.
3.2 Nearest Neighbor Classifier
The nearest neighbor classifier was used as
follows for the two experiments. For the first
experiment, the minimum Euclidean distance for
each test image was found for each positive and
for each negative image in the training set, for
each classification category. The test image
feature vector is labeled a positive image for the
category if the Euclidean distance to the
minimum positive image is less than the
Euclidean distance to the minimum negative
image. Otherwise, the test image is labeled a
negative image. These steps were applied to
classifying each test image based on the feature
vectors determined for each of the 14 categories
given in Table 1, over 20 training and test sets.
The average test results are reported over these
20 trials. For the second experiment, the

minimum Euclidean distance was computed
from each test image to each positive image in
the training set, for all of the classification
categories. The test image feature vector is
assigned to the category of the positive image
with the minimum Euclidean distance. These
steps were applied to classifying each test image
based on the feature vectors found from all of
the categories given in Table 1 over 20 training
and test sets.
The average and standard
deviation classification results were reported
over these 20 trials.
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
The experiments performed evaluated the
modality discrimination capability of the
proposed image-based features computed by
correlating the basis functions (see Figure 2)
with the unsmoothed HSV histogram (Group 1),
smoothed HSV histogram (Group 2), and the
Gabor filter spectral coefficient array (Group 3).
Classification results using these feature groups
are compared to benchmark color, grayscale,
histogram, and topology features (General
Features), basis function correlation features
with the luminance histogram (Basis Function
Features) and the Generalized Gray Level
Spatial Dependence Models for Texture Features
(Texture Features) from [1].
Modality
classification experiments were performed on
the 2470 positive id and 9586 negative id images
for all fourteen modality categories shown in
Table 1. Table 3 presents the test results using
the nearest neighbor classifier for feature Groups
1-3 and the General Features, Basis Function
Features, and Texture Features benchmarks from
[1]. The test results for each of the 20 randomly
generated training/test sets are given with the
mean and standard deviation for the respective
feature groups. Table 4 presents the average
positive and negative nearest neighbor test
classification results over 20 randomly generated
training and test sets for all 14 categories (multiclass) for feature Groups 1-3 and the General
Features, Basis Function Features, and Texture
Features benchmarks from [1].
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Table 3. Average test results using the nearest neighbor classifier for feature Groups 1-3 and benchmark
features [4] for 20 training/test sets.

Category
Doppler ultrasound images
CT images with emphysema
knee x-ray images
mediastinal CT
abdominal CT images showing
liver blood vessels
chest CT images showing micro
nodules
x-ray images containing one or
more fractures
CT liver abscess
MRI or CT of colonoscopy
photographs of tumours
images of muscle cells
images containing a Budd-Chiari
malformation
gastrointestinal neoplasm
pulmonary embolism all
modalities
Average over all modality
categories

General
Features
[1]
91.13
98.01
96.72
97.67

Basis
Function
Features
[1]
99.75
99.19
99.28
98.20

Texture
Features
[1]
96.75
99.78
99.67
98.78

90.83

99.95

97.37

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

99.88
99.30
99.33
99.88

84.50
92.58
90.94
86.34

99.88
100.00
100.00
100.00

99.12

99.51

86.62

100.00

99.87

99.54

99.87

92.24

100.00

97.17
98.86
83.45
76.98
89.94

96.27
99.46
99.29
99.27
99.19

99.88
99.94
96.07
99.32
99.48

99.22
99.82
98.15
99.84
99.71

89.58
95.48
85.89
69.74
93.14

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

96.47
72.90

99.81
94.66

99.04
80.68

99.94
91.36

94.81
74.49

99.94
99.83

77.16

97.04

82.65

99.26

75.68

100.00

90.33

98.66

96.48

98.93

86.57

99.98
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Table 4. Multi-category test percentage correct results using nearest neighbor classifier for feature
Groups 1-3 and benchmark features [4] for 20 training/test sets are presented with mean and standard
deviation.
Basis
Training/
General Function
Texture
Test Set
Features Features
Features
Group 1 Group 2
Group 3
[1]
[1]
[1]
1
75.71
93.93
88.26
94.74
90.69
98.79
2
77.33
95.14
91.50
95.14
93.12
98.79
3
83.00
94.74
91.50
94.74
92.31
99.19
4
77.33
91.09
87.45
92.31
91.90
98.79
5
74.49
93.12
87.45
94.33
90.28
97.57
6
76.52
91.90
89.88
92.31
91.09
97.98
7
76.11
94.33
89.88
93.52
93.52
99.19
8
70.04
91.90
89.07
93.12
88.26
98.38
9
76.52
95.14
90.69
93.93
91.90
98.38
10
70.04
89.47
87.04
91.50
89.07
98.79
11
77.73
95.14
89.47
91.50
90.69
97.57
12
77.33
93.93
92.31
89.88
92.31
99.60
13
74.49
90.69
90.69
93.52
90.69
99.19
14
70.85
89.07
87.85
95.55
92.31
99.60
15
75.71
92.71
89.88
94.33
92.31
98.79
16
75.30
91.50
89.07
95.55
94.33
98.38
17
74.49
91.50
89.47
96.36
91.09
99.60
18
73.68
93.12
89.07
93.93
89.07
98.79
19
76.52
90.28
89.88
96.76
92.71
98.38
20
78.14
91.90
89.07
93.52
91.09
100.00
Mean
Standard Deviation

75.57
2.98

92.53
1.90

89.47
1.43

From Tables 3 and 4, there are several
observations. First, from Table 3, all of the
feature groups provided the capability to
effectively distinguish the positive labeled
images from the negative labeled images for
each category. Second, from Table 3, the WDDbased features in feature groups Groups 1-3 and
Basis Function Features [1] yielded slightly
higher average classification rates than the other
feature groups, which are based on global image
and texture features. In these feature groups
WDD correlation-based features were computed
using the luminance image (Basis Function
Features [1]), the HSV space (with and without
HSV histogram smoothing (Groups 1 and 2,
respectively)), and with the Gabor filter

93.83
1.73

91.44
1.54

98.79
0.66

coefficients (Group 3). Group 1 features based
on correlating the basis functions with
unsmoothed
HSV
histogram
(98.93%)
outperformed the Group 2 features based on
correlating the basis functions with the
smoothed HSV histogram (86.57%). Overall,
the basis function features based on correlating
the WDD functions with the Gabor filter spectral
coefficients yielded the highest modality
classification results, with an average of 99.98%
over the 14 different categories. This is a slight
improvement of 1.32% over correlating the
WDD functions with the luminance histogram
(Basis Function Features [1]).
Third, from
Table 4, the WDD correlation-based features
yielded the highest overall multi-category
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discrimination results. The Group 3 features,
computed based on correlating the spectral
coefficients from Gabor filtering with the WDD
functions, produced the highest average
classification results of 98.79%. These results
and the other relatively high classification
results based on the WDD correlation-based
features, Basis Function Features [1] based on
the luminance histogram (92.53%) and Group 1
based on the unsmoothed HSV histogram
(93.83%) may indicate there is discrimination
information in the distribution of gray levels and
HSV values as well as the spectral coefficients
over the images from the different categories in
this data set. In the published literature, the
WDD correlation-based features have been
applied to extract symmetry and distribution
information from histograms of malignant
melanoma labeled colors for skin lesion
discrimination [67]. This research appears to
show another potential application for these
basis function features in extracting distributionbased information which is similar for images of
the different database categories. The nearest
neighbor classifier results presented here
highlight the similarity of images within each
category using image-to-image matching.
Fourth, the experimental results show that the
General Features (global color and luminance
features) from [1] and texture-based features
(Generalized Gray Level Spatial Dependence
Models) from [1] provided the lowest
discrimination information for multi-category
classification, with average test results of
75.57% and 89.47%, respectively.
In the
context of CDS applications, the image-based
features presented in this study, particularly the
basis function features from Group 3 which
correlate the array of Gabor filter spectral
coefficients with the WDD functions can be

used to discern image modalities that are
representative of different types of biomedical
information.
4. Conclusion
In this research, modality image classification
was investigated using feature groups generated
from HSV histograms and Gabor filters, and
showed
that
these
features
provide
discrimination: capability for positive/negative
classification. For selected modality categories,
the classification results show the potential for
using image feature-based and machine learning
classification in clinical decision support.
Overall, the correlated WDD features with the
spectral coefficients determined from the Gabor
filtering achieved average classification as high
as 99.98% for the experimental data set. The
modality classification results of 98.93%
obtained by correlating the WDD basis functions
with the unsmoothed HSV histogram
outperforms the feature groups from previous
research [1]. Future research can be focused on
principal feature analysis and finding the most
significant features, and in down-sizing the
current feature groups.
As an initial step in characterizing the visual
content for biomedical information retrieval
systems, positive results were achieved in image
modality classification, and have improved on
previous research.
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